ANARCHIST SCRALED...AFTER 50 YEARS!

THE FESTIVAL held by the Society of Sensation last week at their Civic Festival Headquarters to usher in the New Cycle ended in tragedy and recriminations when a hobbled-up spell key merchant accidentally opened several portals to Archon and Sylvania.

According to eyewitnesses, a mob of six dozen bembed heurcne dropped out of the party and poured into Sigil from Outflord Town. Apparently incensed by the Harmonium’s presence at the celebration, the mob was rapidly whipped up into a blood frenzy and proceeded to demolish fourteen buildings on Hall Road, near the Festival.

Factor Tommy Whitewing of the Senators told SIGIS: “It was like a scene from the battlefields of Carcere! The sodding heurcne ignored all plans for calm and just went and destroyed up to three taverns. I’m all for a bit of a knees-up, but they just went too far. They’ll have attacked the Civic Festival if they had. I didn’t think they had so much fire.”

Crowd high-ups are investigating whether the combined response of the Senacies and Harmonium was justified. Survivors reported a series of explosions as fireballs and cones of cold were used to repel the heurcne hordes from the Festival. It is unlikely any action will be taken against the usual suspects, despite angry recriminations from the priesthoods of Pan and Dionysus.

In related news, violent scuffles broke out in the Abyss Roulette room as Zurflit, a gi god notorious for heavy drinking, and T’laxu, a halor in the legions of Cazr’t, played for Azzangut and Avernus respectively. Both claimed to have won the other’s home plane, but it was rumoured that both basteus and tanar’ri were actually cheating. As their lesser companions fought tooth and claw, the two high-ups teleported away, and have not been seen since.

All basteus approached by SIGIS’ high-ups subsequently declined to comment upon Zurflit’s erratic behaviour, or whether it is likely he will be punished by the Dark Fates for turning the fiends into a laughing stock.

Tonat Shar, Officer of Public Relations for the Harmonium, told cutlers at a news conference yesterday that Hardhead patrols scragged members of the original Anarchist cell of the infamous Omar. Put in the dead-book fifty years ago by the Red Death for the crime of espionage, Omar made himself famous as a mole who slipped the blinds on the Harmonium all the way to becoming the Factor.

Shortly after Omar ordered the Harmonium disbanded, he was scragged for acting against the rules of the organization and subsequently executed in the Prison. Largely because of this very public embarrassment of the Harmonium, the Anarchists were declared a “menace to the law-abiding population” of the Cage and many member of the faction went into hiding as a result.

Although Omar himself did not go unpunished, the members of his Anarchist cell, who presumably helped Omar enter the Harmonium and rise through the ranks while inside, were never scragged. But after 50 years the Harmonium has finally declared that all 9 members of the notorious cell are in custody at the Barracks and awaiting trial at the City Court.

When questioned why the Harmonium went suddenly able to get the dark on these cutters after so many years, Shar stated that several members of the Revolutionary Leag...
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The Dark of the Stones

OVER THE PAST day and a half, SIGIS has received reports from the Outland burgs in the realm of Thoth of a large army marching southwest from the gke-town of Rigus. These reports describe a soldiery composed primarily of Acheron hobgoblins and Rigus firebeaters who are apparently commanded by a small force of Bastean. Sources say a Pit Fire is calling the shots. This chart has yet to be confirmed. The estimated strength of the military force ranges between five and ten thousand seasoned warriors all of whom are marching towards the small villages along the river Mä't.

The sudden approach of these unexpected raiders precipitated a move eastward from many of the villages. Cutters were abandoning their cows and kids in an addle-covered fen and wood of the battle sent a flood of refugees streaming towards the protective walls of Thebesty's. News of the battles SIGIS spoke with believed that all the villagers, or even the majority of them, would escape in time to safety.

It is they who are men and Ma't is too low to afford all the vessels that are trying to flee, said Bannedjet, myor of the river village Mäkel. "Families are fleeing their homes on foot for the protection of our Lord (Thoth) leaving behind all their possessions but still they may be too late. The army is moving swiftly and marches directly into the path of the villagers. I cannot even imagine my people will be overwhelmed and slaughtered.

But the riders had no clues so to the dark purpose of this invasion and said that his village and all the burgs on the river, was clear of the enemy. He was only seventy years old and under guard. We are not a warlike people: we have few defences for such an attack. I do not understand without warrant the town of Rigus might have with the followers of Thoth. I can only pray that blessed Thoth will spare us from this evil fate.

Thoth may have answered Bandedjet's prayers: not long after a struggle was spoken with Banne- jet, cutlers in Thebesty's informed SIGIS that a police force of five hundred soldiers had left the city in an attempt to protect the refugees. More amazingly, the water level in the river Ma't has leaped up by ten feet and police were now being allowed many more vessels to give the refugees the laugh. But the situation still looks grim for the hundreds of refugees and continue towards Thebesty by foot or mounted on camels and many may be lost before the morning.
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